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Summary
The Angas Downs Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) is an Indigenous owned
320,500 hectare pastoral lease, 135 km east from Uluru-Kata Tjuta National
Park on the Lasseter Highway. Surveys conducted in 2011 and 2012 sought to
identify and describe new heritage sites on Angas Downs for future generations.
Funding for the project came from the Indigenous Heritage Program –
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population, and
Communities (SEWPAC). This report outlines fieldwork, sites visited and
future management suggestions and plans.
With the support of Anangu Rangers, six rock art sites were recorded at three
locations, as well as numerous stone tools and grinding stone site recordings.
Sites included Manatitja, Puna Kura Kura and Wilbia.
The three largest rock art sites were assessed by the rock art specialist Dr June
Ross. She was engaged to record sites found by the field surveys, and to prepare
condition assessments, monitoring and management recommendations and
conservation plans.
The identification of an unrecorded rock art site in a cave at Manatitja within
the Liddle Hills was significant. So was the discovery of additional paintings
and carvings within the Puna Kura Kura rockhole catchment.
Anangu Rangers were supported by the Working on Country (WOC) and
Indigenous Protected Areas programs. Through these programs Anangu
Rangers and the Imanpa community are restoring the landscape. Cultural
maintenance is an important strategy of the IPA Plan of Management; however,
in 2010 there was insufficient detail on identification and documentation of
heritage sites.
Aboriginal elders from Imanpa and the Imanpa Development Association will
decide appropriate management strategies of the sites in due course, including
the possibility of using the sites for tourism. Aboriginal elders have asked that
the location of the new rock art sites, and this report, be kept confidential until
their decisions have been made.
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Manatitja Artwork previously unrecorded – Liddle Hills, Angas Downs
(Photo: George Wilson 2012)
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1. Introduction
The Angas Downs Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) is an Indigenous owned 320,500 hectare pastoral
lease, 135 km east from Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park on the Lasseter Highway (Figure 1 & 2). It
was declared and formally recognised as an Indigenous Protected Area on 10 June 2009 but maintains
a small, sustainable cattle operation in the south-east corner of the property. Angas Downs is within
the Finke Bioregion.
The community-owned Imanpa Development Association holds the lease for Angas Downs and
operates the property through its company Lisanote Pty Ltd. The Lisanote Board is elected from the
Imanpa community by the community to represent their interests. Residents of Imanpa include
Matuntara descendants (the original occupiers of Angas Downs region), and Anangu Yankunytjatjara,
Pitjantjatjara and Luritja people.
Through the support of the Australian Government's Caring for our Country, Working on Country and
Indigenous Protected Areas programs, Anangu Rangers and the Imanpa community are restoring the
landscape. A plan of management was prepared by the members of the community with support from
Australian Wildlife Services1 in 2005 (Wilson et al. 2005). It has the objective:
“To manage land and wildlife resources in order to maintain Anangu culture, conserve
biodiversity and enable sustainable production in support of human communities and economic
development.”
The property, with Working on Country support, employs a Property Manager, Tim Lander who
manages seven Indigenous rangers including five local Imanpa Anangu. They are currently working
to protect waterholes, remove feral animals, fence a sanctuary area and conduct ad hoc tours. The
rangers work to the plan of management endorsed by the Board.

Figure 1 Location of Angas Downs Indigenous Protected Area, Northern Territory

1

Australian Wildlife Services is a wildlife management consultancy which focuses on developing wildlife
industries and tourism opportunities that support conservation and integrating traditional knowledge and wildlife
science into the management of Indigenous and Aboriginal land. www.awt.com.au
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Figure 2 Location of Angas Downs Indigenous Protected Area, neighbouring properties and Aboriginal Lands
Source: http://www.ntlis.nt.gov.au/

2. Background
Angas Downs is important to Anangu. As well as biodiversity value, it has Tjukurpa (Indigenous law
and customary knowledge) places and sacred sites where ceremonies continue to occur. Places that
hold great meaning and significance to Indigenous people include:






Places and landmarks associated with ‘Dreaming’ stories depicting the laws of the land
Carving and painting sites
Waterholes
Places where other cultures came into contact with Indigenous people (Angas Downs
Homestead, Old Liddle Homestead)
Places that are important for more contemporary uses – e.g. Aboriginal involvement in recent
pastoral history and Aboriginal camps.

There is a grave concern by elders that the traditional transfer of knowledge of heritage sites from the
old people to the next generation is being severely disrupted by the transition to a Western lifestyle.
New generations are not learning about important Indigenous heritage sites on Angas Downs and
Anangu elders are less and less fit enough to be able to visit sites. It is important that physical
evidence of these sites is documented (GPS, photo, video). It is equally important that any Anangu
knowledge of these sites is recorded. The information also needs to be made available to the
community through the Ara-Irititja Database (a culturally controlled database for transfer and
documentation of Anangu knowledge and ancestry).
During routine inspections of an important site, Puna Kura Kura in 2010, Anangu rangers, Australian
Wildlife Services staff and Rotary volunteers found paintings and engravings previously unrecorded
by Piranpa (non-Indigenous) and unknown to the Anangu rangers. These sites needed further
research, documentation, consultation and specialist input. It was feared that unidentified and
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undocumented sites may also be suffering from stresses such as feral animal or potentially, tourist
pressure, and needed to be protected and managed. So an application was prepared to the Indigenous
Heritage Program – Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population, and Communities
(SEWPAC) for financial support to search more widely.

2.1. Heritage listed sites at June 2011
Prior to commencement of this project, there were two registered sites, five recorded sites and
restricted works areas on Angas Downs recorded under the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred
Sites Act 1989. The reason for significance is not revealed under the Act. Locations of the sites are
shown in Figure 3 along together with other IHP sites identified during this project.

2.2. Project Aims
The project aimed to identify and record sites of significance on Angas Downs, assess their condition
and then produce small scale management plans for their conservation.
The application to the Indigenous Heritage Program prepared by Australian Wildlife Services said the
project would:





Grow records about the location and significance of sites on Angas Downs Indigenous
Protected Area
Develop conservation plans for important heritage sites
Ensure all records and photos be added to the Ara-Irititja archive in Imanpa and
Ensure that current Indigenous heritage and cultural site management plans reflect knowledge
of sites present on the property and their monitoring, management and protection needs.

It is not necessarily the wish of Anangu at Imanpa to have these sites registered on a Piranpa system,
such as a Sacred Site Register or on Commonwealth Indigenous Heritage register, but to document it
for themselves and their children. Agreement by Anangu elders to include sites on a National
Heritage Register will be reviewed after survey work and community consultation has been
undertaken.

2.3. Stakeholders
Current identified stakeholders included:
 Imanpa Development Association and Lisanote Board
 Angas Downs IPA rangers
 Senior men and women from Imanpa and surrounding communities
 Members from the Luritja (Kakatja and Matuntara) and Anangu Pitjantjatjara and
Yankunytjatjara language groups
 Descendants and family of William Liddle
 Central Land Council
 Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities.
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Figure 3 Heritage and cultural sites identified during this project and sites registered on the NT Sacred Site Register,
October 20122

2

Data sources: Wilson et al. 2005, Neave et al. 2004 & Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority 2011
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3. Methodology and Survey Results
3.1. Initial consultation and local Anangu elder knowledge
Consultation and information sharing undertaken during the project sought to:









Consult with Anangu elders and other key members of the community
Consult with members of the Imanpa Development Association / Lisanote Board
(elected representatives of the Imanpa Community)
Provide knowledge about the project aims
Discuss cultural constraints or intellectual property concerns
Build on existing established relationships with key stakeholders and the community
Ensure an open, accountable and transparent process
Encourage community involvement in the process
Ensure all key stakeholders are fully aware of the need for the project and expected
outcomes.

Several elders including Sandra Armstrong, Bessie Liddle (see Figures 4 & 5) and Senior IPA Ranger
David Wongway, were consulted about possible un-identified rock art sites on the property. Bessie
Liddle is the wife of former Angas Downs leaseholder Arthur Liddle. They were also consulted about
current known sites, explaining their knowledge and songs of places. These were recorded for
addition to the Ara-Irititja database www.iritija.com

Figure 4 Bessie Liddle (Photo: John Lee 2012)
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Elder Tjuki Pumpjack was too ill and in respite care in Alice Springs to visit Angas Downs with us on
three occasions. Tjuki Pumpjack’s grandson and IPA ranger, Paul Pumpjack, and Sandra Armstrong
represented Tjuki.
Bessie Liddle knew of paintings/carvings in the Liddle Hills but she was unsure of the location. John
John Liddle (Bessie’s grandson) said that his grandmother had told him that there were sites in the
hills but that he guessed most of that knowledge had now been lost.
Bessie and Johnny Liddle (Bessie’s son) also talked about other sites including Mutatara (a women’s
site in the middle of the property), places where people would have lived in the gullies, a swimming
hole to the north of the Liddle hills, and where water used to lay after rain.
Sandra and Bessie also talked about bush tucker foods and women’s law taught through song – that is
how they learnt the stories of their country. They also said the etiquette for telling young women the
stories and how you couldn’t tell them too young because they acted ‘silly’.

Figure 5 (left to right) Dr June Ross talks to Bessie Liddle, Hilary Calwell and Sandra Armstrong about the sites on
Angas Downs (Photo: George Wilson 2012)

3.2. Literature review and historical records
Literature regarding previous Aboriginal occupiers, as well as consideration of possible walking
routes across the property from water points to water points, was collated and reviewed by Sarah
Ryan at the request of AWS. The aim of this review was to collate historical information about the
Aboriginal people who lived on Angas Downs in the period prior to pastoral settlement and who were
likely to have been the creators/caretakers of the art (paintings and engravings) on Angas Downs
during this period. The report by Sarah Ryan is provided in Appendix B. The information in this
report is sensitive.
The available literature that informed the report was archival material, published and unpublished
records and reports of early explorers, travellers, anthropologists and governments (i.e. piranpa
perspectives) and various land claim reports. Ryan (2012) found evidence in the literature of
occupation of the land (Angas Downs) by Aboriginal people prior to pastoral settlement:
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“Records of Aboriginal people in the region began to be collected by white people from
the 1860s, and it’s possible that these contain some clues to Aboriginal people who
might have been living in the Angas Downs area at the time, or within several
generations prior to that. Their story forms part of the heritage of Angas Downs, just as
the story of the coming of today’s Aboriginal occupants does” (Ryan 2012).
An interview with central Australian historian Dick Kimber was conducted. Previously, Dick Kimber
had been commissioned by Lisanote Pty Ltd – operators of Angas Downs - to collate and report on
the history of settlement of Angas Downs. This report particularly focused on the original pastoral
lease holder, William (Bill) Liddle and his Aboriginal descendants. This report is found in Appendix
C. Notes taken during the interview with Dick Kimber provide general information on the regional
context of the paintings, relevant land claim history and where it would be likely to find more
information on the history of Angas Downs.
Dr Mike Smith of the National Museum of Australia was consulted in light of his work on Central
Australian human ecology, archaeology and rock art sites. He gave his ideas on how to approach
recording these sites in terms of archaeological discoveries, as well as some of the cultural
sensitivities of recording such sites.
Also of relevance is the work published by anthropologist Fred Rose in 1962 ‘The Winds of Change
in Central Australia’. He visited Angas Downs during July–October 1962 and documented the people
and ways of life. He took specific interest in the impact of contact on Aboriginal culture. He also
reported on the genealogy of the Liddle family and other Aboriginals living on Angas Downs. There
wasn’t any reference to Aboriginal art sites within the text but he did comment on the trade of
Aboriginal artefacts with tourists on Angas Downs.

3.3. Field exploration
Detailed field investigations were undertaken and the findings drawn to the attention of a specialist
consultant on a subsequent visit. Considerable exploration work was undertaken on Angas Downs as
part of the IHP project – particularly in the Liddle Hills in the centre of the property, along the Kernot
Range and around clay pans and waterholes. Field exploration included searching known sites and
searching for unrecorded sites. Field work was undertaken by Anangu IPA Rangers and staff, Anangu
elders and their families, AWS George Wilson and Jennifer Smits and various volunteer groups
including members of the Canberra Burley Griffin Rotary Club, Sarah Ryan and Jade Fogarty. Names
of all those involved in the project are shown below (also see Figure 6).

IHP Project Participants
IPA Rangers

Terry Malony

David Wongway
(Elder & Senior Ranger)

Brad Lander

Anangu Pitjantjara &
Luritja Elders and family
Bessie Liddle

Angas Downs staff
Paul Pumpjack

Johnny Liddle
Tim Lander, IPA manager

Leo Armstrong

Lorraine StClair
Clem McMasters

Phillip Tucker

John John Liddle
Luke Cole

Darren Williamson

Sandra Armstrong
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and women and
children of Sandra’s
family

Australian Wildlife Services
and contractees
George Wilson
Jenny Smits
June Ross
Sarah Ryan

Volunteers
Members of the Canberra
Burley Griffin Rotary Club

Community Liason
Tanya Lucky, Imanpa
Interviewees






Vincent Mahanoey
Bill Andrews
John Lee
Juris Jakovics

Vince Forester, Mutujulu
Dick Kimber, historian
Mike Smith, National Museum

Sarah Ryan
Jade Fogarty
Helen Gauchat

Figure 6 Some participants of the IHP Project during August 2011 fieldwork (top left to bottom right): George
Wilson, Jade Fogarty, Paul Pumpjack, Leo Armstrong, Darren Williamson, Juris Jakovics, Johnny Liddle, Jenny
Smits, Sarah Ryan, Sandra Armstrong, Bessie Liddle and Lorraine StClair

Areas with high likelihood to contain rock art, sacred sites and stone tools because of their proximity
to water or prior local knowledge were located and mapped using GIS and aerial imagery prior to
field exploration. These areas were then prioritised and topography and likelihood of caves confirmed
from aerial inspection. At high priority sites field surveys were undertaken.
Priority areas occurred along the Liddle Hills, Kernot Range and important rocky areas on the southeastern and northern parts of the property. The routes taken by walkers inspecting sites were logged
by GPS and mapped. Figure 7 shows an example of how each route and track was recorded and
Figure 8 shows areas traversed during the project.
The sites visited, including previously known and newly recorded sites, are outlined in Box 1. Six
important rock art sites were recorded at three geographically separate locations. Figure 3 shows
locations of these and other important sites on Angas Downs.
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IPA Rangers and AWS staff took GPS recordings of individual carvings, artefacts and other
important features occurring at all known sites using CyberTracker. Stone implements and grinding
stones, on clay pans and near water points, were also recorded using GPS (see Section 3.4 for more
information on CyberTracker).
The largest and most exciting unrecorded site identified during this project was a cave art gallery in
the Liddle Hills to the east of Luritja Road. This has since been named by Aboriginal elders as
Manatitja.
Other sites further to the east in the same hills include carvings and paintings near Puna Kura Kura
waterhole which were not well documented or mapped. New paintings, further carvings and rock pile
assembeleges were found at Puna Kura Kura.
Two important women’s sites were visited by the female members of the survey team. Other men’s
sites on the property were not visited during this study.

Box 1 Indigenous Heritage sites visited during the IHP– Angas Downs IPA
Previously known rock art sites

 Puna Kura Kura carvings (and paintings) – Liddle Hills
(Paintings located in 2010 by Rotary Club searchers)
 Wilbia/Wilpiya carvings – Base of Kernot Range

Claypans and soaks







Wilbia/Wilpiya Soaks
Red Hill Pond
Fighting Camp
Wollunga/Ullonga Well
19 Mile Swamp
Old Liddle Homestead

Women’s sites

 Seven sisters site near the Old Sheep Camp
 Mutatara women’s site – a jump up area just south of the Liddle Hills

New sites recorded during IHP survey 2011-12
 Manatitja – painting gallery in a cave and rock carvings in the Liddle Hills
 Additional carving locations within the Puna Kura Kura catchment
 Stone piles/markers at Puna Kura Kura
 New grinding stones at various sites across Angas Downs
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Figure 7 Example of how traverses were recorded using GPS and CyberTracker in the Liddle Hills

3.4. Data recording and GPS – CyberTracker
To help ensure a rigorous recording process for site identification and documentation, an IHP
CyberTracker ‘sequence’ was developed for work on Angas Downs. CyberTracker is a software
program built for field monitoring and data capture installed on hand-held Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), which have Global Positioning System (GPS) capability. The CyberTracker sequence was
developed (see cybertracker.org) to assist Indigenous trackers in retaining and developing their
tracking skills, and document findings. The program uses lists of icons and photos making it easier to
use by non-literate people. It is an efficient way to gather large quantities of geo-referenced data for
field observations. It is used widely across Indigenous ranger groups in Australia for management of
both land and sea resources. The Angas Downs rangers already use CyberTracker for a wide range of
field work and environmental monitoring.
Example screen shots of the IHP Sequence are shown in Figure 9. To record an observation, the
observer simply taps the type of information they would like to record on the touch screen GPS unit
e.g. “IHP Survey” → “Observer” →”Artefact location” →”Grinding Stone” and a GPS data point is
saved with this information. Figure 11 shows an example of the data management system for the IHP
on Angas Downs. Other information about rock art, paintings and engravings can be entered such as
rock art threats. This software is now in place on Angas Downs and will be implemented and adapted
for all future heritage surveys.
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Figure 8 Areas traversed and explored by IHP participants on Angas Downs
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Figure 9 CyberTracker – Indigenous Heritage Survey on Angas Downs – screen shots

Figure 10 Ranger Paul Pumpjack enters CyberTracker data (Photo: Jenny Smits 2011)
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Figure 11 Data management of IHP data collected using CyberTracker

3.5. Ara-Irititja
Ara-Irititja3 is an electronic, culturally controlled database for storing knowledge and stories of
significance to Anangu Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara people of Central Australia.
Ara-Irititja means ‘stories from a long time ago’ in the language of Anangu (Pitjantjatjara and
Yankunytjatjara people) of Central Australia. The aim of Ara-Irititja is to bring back home materials
of cultural and historical significance to Anangu. These include photographs, films, sound recordings
and documents. Anangu are passionate about protecting their archival past, accessing it today and
securing it for future generations. There is an Ara-Irititja linked computer in the Imanpa community.
It is the aim of this project to upload all photos, videos, GPS points and maps onto this database to
secure the information for future generations, as well as make it accessible to the wider Anangu
community with appropriate cultural controls. This activity will be ongoing with normal IPA
activities.

3

See http://www.irititja.com/
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Figure 12 Artefacts and sites located during the Angas Downs IHP rock art survey 2011-2012 and findings4

4

(note: locations of these artefacts and sites is requested to be confidential and thus this map not made
publically available as at 2012)
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3.6. Rock Art Specialist visit – Dr June Ross, July 2012
After key sites had been identified, rock art specialist Dr June Ross visited Angas Downs in July 2012
for four days. The aim of involving a rock art specialist with local knowledge was to enhance
interpretation and documentation of Indigenous heritage sites on Angas Downs, especially in the
regional context. Dr Ross was recommended as a specialist who has published on many central
Australian rock art sites and has worked closely with Aboriginal elders and communities. She is an
Adjunct Associate Professor at the University of New England.
Being able to link the art work and sites to other regional work will help to identify places and people
with knowledge of the sites. It was also important that the full range of management issues and threats
were described for the site so management plans are developed to protect the sites.
Dr Ross’ report “Rock art on Angas Downs, Northern Territory” was prepared for the project
following her fieldwork and visit to Angas Downs IPA. The report is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 13 Dr June Ross recording rock engravings at Puna Kura Kura, Angas Downs July 2012 (Photo: George
Wilson 2012)
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4. Findings and Description of Indigenous Heritage Sites
4.1. Manatitja rock art shelter, Liddle Hills
The largest, most exciting unrecorded site identified during this project was an art shelter/cave in the
Liddle Hills to the east of Luritja Road. The art in the shelter/cave contains extensive painted, drawn
and printed symbols and motifs. Following a visit by Aboriginal elders to the site, the area has been
named Manatitja. The site is recorded in detail in Dr Ross’ report (Ross 2012) provided in Appendix
A. Ross (2012) produced a sketch plan of the rock shelter reproduced in Figure 14. Photos were taken
by John Lee.
Motifs within the shelter include concentric circles, dark red and white ferns, snake like figures, tracks
of birds and macropod species (potentially Kangaroo (malu), Euro (kanyala) or even Mala) and hand
prints. Remarking has also occurred over some of the motifs. Ross (2012) discusses that remarking in
this manner suggests the motifs or the site retained significance over a period of time. She also noted
that grindstones found within the shelter demonstrated that “seed grinding and processing was a
widely used technology...”.
Engravings are also found sparsely over the gorge area at Manatitja. They include motifs such as
kangaroo prints, emu or bustard tracks and a few circles.
Ross (2012) imparted:
“the density of surface artefact scatters on the floodout below the waterholes attests to the
intensive use of the area in the recent past”.

Figure 14 Sketch plan on Manatitja rock art shelter – reproduced from Ross (2012).
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Figure 15 Manatitja rock art shelter, Liddle Hills Angas Downs (Photo: Jenny Smits 2011)

Figure 16 The painted motifs in the main rock art shelter at Manatitja (Photo: John Lee 2012)
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The landscape is characterised by tilted sandstone hills flooding out into colluvial footslopes then
sand plains and hills to the north (Figure 17). The tilted sandstone is cut by drainage lines,
forming narrow rocky gorges. On first discovery of the site, water was found to be retained in a
few rock holes within the gorge adjacent to the paintings, following recent rains (August 2011).
Ross (2012) describes this as important:
“the paucity of water on Angas Downs means that even ephemeral water sources such as
these would have been highly significant to past Aboriginal populations”.
Plants of note at the site were ili Ficus platypoda (Native Fig), Marsilea drummondii (Nardoo), kuli
Callitris glaucophylla (White Cypress Pine), arnguli Santalum lanceolatum (Native Plum), and pituri
Nicotiana gossei (Native Tobacco). Environmental weed Cenchrus ciliaris (Buffel Grass) is present
below the site on the lower slopes. A fuel reduction fire burnt close to the cave and up the adjacent
gorge in June-July 2011; before site discovery.
The Liddle Hills have not been visited much since pastoral settlement and it would appear that the
rangers and senior elders did not know the exact location of this site. There may have been knowledge
of the presence of paintings in the Liddle Hills generally, but not the exact whereabouts. As a result of
the rediscovery of this site, it will be available for the local Imanpa community to use and visit. This
will increase connection with land and the site’s security will be better assured for future generations.
The Anangu elders have asked us to keep the location of the new painting site confidential until they
finalise their aspirations for the area.

Figure 17 View from the top of Manatitja Gorge looking north showing the tilted sandstone landscape – note fire
evidence on lower slopes (Photo: Jenny Smits 2011)
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Figure 18 Dr June Ross discusses the paintings and their interpretation with Senior Ranger and Anangu elder, David
Wongway (Photo: George Wilson 2012)

4.1.1. Management issues
Management issues at this site are described by Ross (2012) as:





Water staining
Insect and bird nest building (wasps and Fairy Martin mud nests)
Visitors potentially touching the paintings
Removal/distrubance of artefacts.

As previously mentioned, buffel grass was found at the site on the lower slopes and could potentially
create a fire threat in the future if not controlled. Management plans for each of the important IH sites
on Angas Downs, including Manatitja, are described in Section 5.

Figure 19 Fairy Martin nests within the rock art shelter
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4.2. Puna Kura Kura
Puna Kura Kura is 10 km east of Manatitja, toward the end of the Liddle Hills range. The landscape
type is similar to Manatitja, as described earlier. The IHP site covers approximately 7-8 hectares
along a S-N drainage line (see Figure 21) and is home to several engravings, pecked cupules,
paintings, artefacts, abraded areas, grindstones,stone piles and a shelter with evidence of repeated
occupation. The area is known to hold more water, for longer periods, than Manatitja (Figure 20).
Bessie Liddle revealed that Puna Kura Kura means ‘very thick trees’ but she did not know why. This
appears to be the Pitjantjatjara translation, not Luritja.

Figure 20 John John Liddle (grandson of Bessie Liddle) at one of the Puna Kura Kura rock holes 2012 (Photo:
George Wilson 2012)

Puna Kura Kura was a previously known rock art site with rock engravings occurring along a chain of
rockholes. In 2010, paintings were discovered to the north of the known engraving sites, by a Rotary
volunteer group, in a short overhang further up the hill within the PKK catchment. The new engraving
sites were mapped at the time of discovery. These new discoveries were a driving factor to explore
more areas on Angas Downs and undertake art site documentation as part of an IHP. Artefacts and
several grinding stones are present at Puna Kura Kura and the floodout below (Figure 27). The site is
recorded in detail in Ross’ report (Ross 2012) provided in Appendix A.
‘Cupules’ are present at the main base rockhole (Figure 21 see PKK01). Prior to rock art specialist Dr
June Ross visiting the site, very little was known of the signficance of cupules. Ross (2012) describes
the presence of the cupules as “some of the oldest evidenve of past occupation on Angas Downs”. She
also revealed that “similar dense panels of cupules have been recorded across central Australia”
(Ross 2012).
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Figure 21 Heritage sites at Puna Kura Kura

Figure 22 Cupules at Puna Kura Kura; Grinding stone boulder at Puna Kura Kura (Photo: George Wilson 2012)
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Figure 23 Dr June Ross discusses the significance of the cupules with the IPA Rangers (Photo: Jenny Smits 2012)

The paintings occur at two recorded sites at Puna Kura Kura. These are found in low overhanging
rock shelters and only contain a few motifs each. At PKK02 (Figure 21), the cave opening is very low
(Figure 24). Inside are a few motifs, but of particular interest is ‘a yellow motif with resemblance to
an Archaic face’ (Ross 2012). Such a motif was described by Ross as “unique” and “makes the site
highly significant”.
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Figure 24 Low hanging rock art shelter at Puna Kura Kura (PKK02), site of the painted ‘archaic’ face — note the
difficulty to enter the cave makes the site unsuitable for tourism (Photo: Jade Fogarty 2011)

Figure 25 Paintings at Puna Kura Kura showing unique ‘Archaic’ face motif – site PKK02 (Photo: Brendan Phelan,
ABC Radio 2012)
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Another shelter at PKK03 has a few limited paintings of macropod and bird trails in red pigment. This
site is of interest to Angas Downs’ management as it appears to be repeatedly used in the past. Ross
(2012) found a dense cluster of artefacts, stacked stones along the front of the shelter (supposedly to
make it more comfortable), a charcoal rich sandy deposit floor and burnt mulga log which must have
been transported into the shelter (see Figure 26). There are also grindstones recorded close by (Ross
2012).

Figure 26 Sketch plan of rock art shelter site – PKK03 (reproduced from Ross 2012)

Figure 27 Double grinding stone at Puna Kura Kura (Photo: George Wilson 2012)

The engravings are widespread at the site (Figure 28), with Ross (2012) recording over 200+
engravings. Ross found the assemblage at Puna Kura Kura to be more extensive and varied than at
Manatitja.
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Also of note was a stone arrangement consisting of three piles of stacked stones in a triangular
formation (Figure 29) and flat slabs placed in an upright position (Figure 30). Elder David Wongway
was unable to comment on the significance of these but theories range from landscape markers, to
boundary markers or meat storage.

Figure 28 Engravings at Puna Kura Kura (Photo: George Wilson 2011)

Figure 29 Dr June Ross recording stone piles at Puna Kura Kura (Photo: George Wilson 2012)
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a) the Angas Downs Rangers Paul, Darren and Leo
show where a stone has been placed upright by past
ancestors

b) One of the erect slabs recorded

Figure 30 (a&b) Several slabs of flat rock propped up into a standing position were recorded at Puna Kura Kura
(Photo: George Wilson 2012)

Bessie Liddle also identified what she purported to be an imprint of Jesus’ sandal on a rock at Puna
Kura Kura, ‘here he stood when he walked the earth’. This demonstrates how Christianity has been
incorporated into Aboriginal traditional lore at Angas Downs. Previous cultural documentation by
Anangu elders and AWS of the old Lutheran Church at Angas Downs Station Aboriginal camp is held
in Ara Irititja. Pastor Peter Bulla and Pastor Gileski came from Areyonga to teach at Angas Downs.
Both Sandra Armstrong and Tjuki Pumpjack said they helped teach the Bible “when they came in the
mail”. Only the foundations of the church remain today.

4.2.1. Management issues
Management issues for Puna Kura Kura are:







Artefact removal by visitors
Paintings inadvertently touched or rubbed
Buffel grass presents a risk of hot fires; hot fires cause the surface rock to explode and
potentially damage engraved slabs
Feral animal management
- Camels: Camel hair attached to a shrub was noticed on the way into the site in 2011.
Camels damage waterholes and plants and can stand on slabs and grinding stones,
breaking them (horses and cattle are unlikely to travel this far away from permanent
water)
PKK01 – nil
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PKK02 – shelter space too small to be suitable for tourism; no natural threats
PKK03 –only a few motifs will mean limited tourism interest for rock art, fungal growth on
rock shelter wall but no intervention is recommended (Ross 2012)
PKK04 –suitable for tourists, ensuring that visitors do not walk over the engraved panels; no
natural risks identified
PKK05 –nil, ensuring visitors do not disturb the stone piles

4.3. Wilbia / Wilpiya
Wilbia or ‘Wilpiya’ is a natural soak on Angas Downs. There are two soaks in close proximity (see
Figure 31).
Prior to environmental works, including fencing and feral animal control undertaken by the IPA
rangers, both soaks at Wilbia were destroyed by camels. The sites are now recovering well and are
refuges for native birds and wildlife. Wilbia is an important site on Angas Downs, not only as a
permanent water source, but also for its cultural significance. The site is also a centre piece for the
IPA and WOC efforts at Angas Downs (Error! Reference source not found.). The IPA declaration
nd ceremony occurred here in June 2009.
The site has some mythology associated with it. It is believed that a serpent lies under the soak and
when he rolls over, water either comes to the surface or dries up (Sandra Armstrong and Tim Lander
pers comm). In dry seasons, a witch doctor is said to have taken the serpent or put a spell on him.
The site may have been part of an important travelling route regionally. At Uluru, there is a story of
the Kuniya (woma) that travelled from Wilpiya:
“The Kuniya converged on Uluru from three directions. One group came westward from
Waltanta (the present site of Erldunda homestead), and Paku-paku; another came south
through Wilpiya (Wilbia Well); and a third, northwards, from the area of Yunanpa
(Mitchell's Knob). While they were camped at Uluru, the Kuniya were attacked by a party of
Liru (poisonous snake) warriors. The Liru had journeyed along the southern flank of the
Petermann Ranges from beyond Wangkari (Gills Pinnacle).
At Alyurungu, on the southwest face of Uluru, are pock marks in the rock, the scars left by the
warriors' spears…. ” (Layton 1989).
The site also holds evidence of recent European history including the old homestead ‘Wilbea’ ruins,
operational from the 1940s to mid-1950s (Rawlins Coppock 1993), old wooden yards at Wilbia Soak
run by the Liddle Family to the 1990s, the new feral animal control trap yards managed by the current
IPA rangers and their feral animal exclusion and rehabilitation areas around the soaks.
Near the soaks, are two parallel terraces with many rock engravings. Stone flakes and artefacts are
present as are two large grindstones on the flat below. Rock art specialist Dr June Ross assessed and
documented the site in July 2012. The full report is shown in Appendix A. Ross (2012) recorded 47
engraved rocks on the northern terrace, and 52 on the southern terrace. Motifs represented here
include Seven Sisters, bird and macropod tracks, and ferns.
It is very likely that some of the more portable or better quality carvings have been removed by
tourists passing through the site in the 1960-70s. The site was adjacent to the old main road to Uluru
until about 1971, when the road was diverted to the south (current Lasseter Highway) (Tim Lander
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pers comm 2012). There was also a tourist trade in Aboriginal artefacts on the property when Angas
Downs Homestead acted as a roadhouse/tea room prior to the road diversion (Rose 1965; Sandra
Armstrong pers comm 2012; Tim Lander, Angas Downs Manager, pers comm 2012). It is the
management’s plan to one day post an advertisement in the Australian Geographic for people who
may have passed over the property in the 1960-70s to contact Angas Downs with any photos or
artefacts they have from their travels.

Figure 31 Wilbia / Wilpiya soak before (a) and after fencing and rehabilitation (b) (note: the Wilbia engravings are
outside of the exclusion areas and threats from trampling are still present)

4.3.1. Management issues
 Animals – high rates of trampling from cattle, horses and camels breaking the engraved slabs
 Fire – clumps of buffel grass are present increasing the risk of hot fires
 Visitors – the site is likely to have high levels of visitors and is at risk of associated pilfering
from people unaware of the site’s significance, as well as damage from walking on the
engravings
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Figure 32 Heritage site locations at Wilbia, Angas Downs IPA
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4.4. Seven Sisters site
Sandra and Bessie showed the women in the group the Seven Sister’s site near Cross Roads Dam, to
the south of the old sheep camp. They said this was a women’s site with strictly no men allowed. Here
Sandra and Bessie performed the dance, and Sandra described the dance moves, which can be
performed without clothing (filmed for viewing by women only). The location is not restricted for
recording purposes. Bessie and Sandra describe (sensitive):
“Here Niru man is after the girls. The women would sit together at the site (some of the seven
sisters) but the man was looking for the one he wanted – the eldest sister. At this particular site, he
didn’t get the girl. The man eventually catches the eldest sister up near Amata. This dance would
be taught to the younger ones by the elder women (grandmothers).” Bessie Liddle and Sandra
Armstrong (2011).
There are no management issues at the site. The women will look after it.

4.5. Mutatara women’s dreaming site
Another Seven Sisters women’s site visited was called Mutatara [spelling?], which is a small jump up
area on the west of the Luritja Road just south of the Liddle Hills (Figure 33).

Figure 33 Mutatara women’s site (Photo: George Wilson 2012)

Bessie Liddle told the story of how the site is part of the Seven Sisters story which travels to South
Australia. The stories are sung from the bottom of the hill and can be sung in front of men:
“Stories are like a relay – the baton changes with the next language group; same
stories different runners. Same stories, same songs…. Peoples country finishes with
landmarks then it becomes someone else’s country….Stories are shared and all
have a part to play - no one owns the story” Bessie Liddle August 2011, Mutatara.
Bessie Liddle revealed that it was ok for others to walk up the site (to the top of the jump up); but that
we need to make sure it is not damaged.
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Nil management issues. However site is close to Luritja Highway and is being used by camper
coaches as an overnight site.

Figure 34 Bessie Liddle at Mutatara women’s site
(Photo: Jenny Smits 2011)
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5. Site maintenance plans
The following tables set out the management issue for each of the key sites following by suggestions
for action, who might undertake it and when.

5.1. Manatitja
Management issue
Accidental touching and
rubbing

Swallows nesting in rock
art shelter over the top
of paintings

Water staining
Site access

Imanpa school group
visits — primary and
secondary children
Tourism

Education

Education for wider
visitors and tourists to
the site

Risk of hot wildfire

Buffel grass

Feral animals

Action
Install low fence or row of
boulders to keep visitors and
animals from entering the cave.
Educate rangers and all visitors
on fragility of paintings.
Keep swallow nests intact
(removal could lead to nests
being rebuilt in the rock shelter
increasing damage area) – no
action recommended in case
secondary effects caused.
No action recommended in case
secondary effects caused.
Consider building a small track
to the shelter to reduce impact
of people walking to the site.
Consider Elder-led school trip to
the site to educate about the
site and maintenance.
Consider tourism, and if
approved, create signs,
interpretation material, train
Anangu guides, consider
platform and barrier to stop
accidental rubbing or touching
of the paintings.
Produce poster for Imanpa once
site is opened to the larger
community.
Produce flyer / poster for
potential visitors about the
significance of the site, educate
them on not touching or
removing artefacts.
Implement fire management at
the site – back burning in the
event of wildfire and/or creating
fire breaks to reduce risk of large
wild fires coming close to the
shelter.
Monitor buffel grass to ensure it
does not reach the entrance to
the shelter, rocky slopes below
or the car park to stop seeds
being carried in by foot. Control
if necessary.
Continue to control feral

Who

Timeline

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Incorporate in
current ranger
work schedule

Not action required

nil

Not action required

nil

Lisanote Board to decide;
Angas Downs IPA Rangers
to implement
Organised by Australian
Wildlife Services, led by
elders or IPA Rangers
TBA – decision to be made
by Lisanote Board

TBA

Australian Wildlife
Services

2012-13

Australian Wildlife
Services

2012-13

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing in
accordance with
IPA fire
management plan

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing

TBA

TBA
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Management issue

Site location records

Sacred site register

Action
herbivores including camels,
cattle and horses on the IPA.
Add GPS point data, maps and
photos to culturally controlled
Ara-Irititja.
Consider recording the site with
Aboriginal Areas Protection
Authority.

Who

Timeline

Australian Wildlife
Services

End of 2012

TBA – decision to be made
by Lisanote Board

TBA

5.2. Puna Kura Kura
Management issue

Action

Who

Timeline

Artefact removal by
visitors

Educate all visitors to the site,
produce poster on significance of
site and management issues.
Educate all visitors to the site,
produce poster.

Angas Downs IPA Rangers;
Australian Wildlife
Services
Angas Downs IPA Rangers;
Australian Wildlife
Services
Angas Downs IPA Rangers;
Australian Wildlife
Services
Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing; poster
2012-13

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing

Australian Wildlife
Services

End of 2012

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing in
accordance with
IPA fire
management plan

Lisanote Board

TBA

Damage from walking
on engravings
Accidental rubbing or
touching of the
paintings
Buffel grass

Feral animals

Site records

Fire

Tourism

Educate all visitors to the site,
produce poster.
Monitor buffel grass to ensure it
does not become too dense
around the painting and
engraving sites, or car park.
Control if necessary.
Continue to control feral
herbivores including camels,
cattle and horses on the IPA.
Add GPS point data, maps and
photos to culturally controlled
Ara-Irititja.
Implement fire management at
the site – back burning in the
event of wildfire and/or creating
fire breaks to reduce risk of large
wild fires coming close to the
shelter.
Consider site for tourism
enterprise. Train Anangu guides.

Ongoing; poster
2012-13
Ongoing; poster
2012-13
Ongoing
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Figure 35 ABC Radio reporter Caddie Brain interviews John John Liddle about the rock art at Puna Kura Kura
(Photo: Brendan Phelan, ABC Radio)

5.3. Wilbia/Wilpiya
Management issue

Action

Who

Timeline

Artefact removal by
visitors

Educate all visitors to the site,
produce poster on significance of
site and management issues.
Educate all visitors to the site,
produce poster.

Angas Downs IPA Rangers;
Australian Wildlife
Services
Angas Downs IPA Rangers;
Australian Wildlife
Services
Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing; poster
2012-13

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing

Australian Wildlife
Services

End of 2012

Angas Downs IPA Rangers

Ongoing in
accordance with
IPA fire
management plan

Lisanote Board

TBA

Damage from walking
on engravings
Feral animals

Buffel grass

Site records

Fire

Tourism

Continue to control feral
herbivores including camels,
cattle and horses on the IPA.
Monitor buffel grass to ensure it
does not become too dense
around the engravings. Control if
necessary.
Add GPS point data, maps and
photos to culturally controlled
Ara-Irititja.
Implement fire management at
the site – back burning in the
event of wildfire and/or creating
fire breaks to reduce risk of large
wild fires coming close to the
shelter.
Consider site for tourism
enterprise.

Ongoing; poster
2012-13
Ongoing

5.4. Other artefacts and implements across Angas Downs
Management issue

Action

Who

Removal of stone
implements

Maintain policy and legal
requirement to leave stone
implements in current location

Everyone

Timeline
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Locate artefacts taken
or sold from Angas
Downs

after logging locations.
Contact magazines such as
Australian Geographic about an
article to reach people that may
have bought implements from
the community when Angas
Downs homestead was a
roadhouse on the old road to
Uluru 1960-1990s (see Rose
1962).

Australian Wildlife
Services

2012-13

6. Project benefits
The benefit to Anangu Indigenous Communities will be the maintenance of sacred and important sites
and the maintenance of site location knowledge. There will be a greater involvement of the Imanpa
community and Anangu in Angas Downs IPA work and conservation.
The discovery of new painting sites on Angas Downs has brought elders, such as Sandra Armstrong,
considerable joy. The site, whilst important culturally, could also provide tourism opportunities in the
future; generating income and employment for local Anangu.
With proper documentation of the site, threats can be managed and conservation plans implemented to
ensure the sites are maintained for future Anangu (e.g. protection from camels, rainfall and vandals).
Artists from Imanpa Arts (currently closed in 2012) will also be able to use the paintings as
inspiration for their work and increase their connection and pride to land.

7. Indigenous employment
August 2011:
22 Indigenous person days (7 Indigenous rangers, Sandra Armstrong, Bessie Liddle, John Liddle and
wife Lorraine)

March 2012:
20 Indigenous person days (7 Indigenous rangers, Bessie Liddle, John John Liddle, Sandra
Armstrong)
-

Work planned with Imanpa artists and school not possible due to community business –
closure of road house, closure of Imanpa Arts, Lisanote board meetings, College meetings

July 2012:
31 Indigenous person days accompanying the rock art specialist Dr June Ross (7 Indigenous rangers
with meetings with Bessie Liddle, Sandra Armstrong and John John Liddle).
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8. Conclusion
The records of old and new art and Indigenous heritage sites on the IPA grew substantially as a result
of the IHP investment in this project. Six rock art sites were recorded at three locations, as well as
numerous stone tools and grinding stone site recorded. Sites included Manatitja, Puna Kura Kura and
Wilbia. The three main rock art sites were assessed by the rock art specialist Dr June Ross.
Conservation plans have been prepared and are ready for consideration and implementation by the
Angas Downs IPA Rangers.
The discovery of the unrecorded rock art site at Manatitja within the Liddle Hills was most
significant. So too was discovery of additional paintings and carvings at the Puna Kura Kura
catchment with the elders and rangers.
The process has begun to get the records and photos from the project into the Ara Irititja software for
the Imanpa community and wider Anangu.
Aboriginal elders from Imanpa, and the Lisanote Board, will decide appropriate management
strategies of the sites in due course, including the possibility of using the sites for tourism, with
appropriate controls. Further more detailed recording of the sites is being considered, including
possible funding sources.

Aboriginal elders have asked that this report and the location of the new rock art sites
remain confidential until their decisions have finalised, Palya!
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Appendix A: June Ross (October 2012). Rock art on Angas Downs
Northern Territory
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Appendix B: Aboriginal People in Angas Downs Country Prior to 1930
by Sarah Ryan
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Appendix C: Settlement of Angas Downs Pastoral Lease
by Dick Kimber
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